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The Dubai Blockchain Businessness Regulatory Project — the first city to be fully powered by blockchain technology — was launched this quarter as part of the Smart Dubai initiative.

"It is exciting to see Dubai leading the world in this area, and we are proud to be part of this historic milestone," said Dubai Blockchain Strategy director general Vipul. "We are confident that this project will have a significant impact on the regulatory landscape and infrastructure in the region.

"The Dubai Blockchain Businessness Regulatory Project is a testament to our commitment to innovation and digital transformation," he added.

The launch of the Dubai Blockchain Businessness Regulatory Project comes after the DED announced its intention to make Dafza the first free zone in the UAE to achieve regulatory compliance across all sectors by the end of 2018.

"This is a major step in our journey towards making Dafza a leader in compliance," said the DED's CEO, Ahmed Al Bosta. "We are excited to see Dafza become the first free zone in the UAE to achieve regulatory compliance across all sectors by the end of 2018. This milestone is a testament to our commitment to innovation and digital transformation, and we are proud to be part of this historic milestone.
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